
Letter to the Romans 
Study 15: Halfway: Overview and Outlook

Read Romans 1-8

The end of chapter eight marks the halfway point in the apostle’s letter to the Romans 
and marks a transitional point in his exposition. For the sake of not getting lost among 
the depths of doctrine that have been dealt with up to this point, it would be beneficial 
to take time to examine a general overview concerning where we’ve come from up to 
this point and a general outlook as to where we’re going from here. 

The apostle Paul has just concluded his exposition concerning the assurance of future 
glorification guaranteed for those who have been justified and regarded as righteous 
by God. He has proven why the Christian can have great confidence in the eternal 
faithfulness of God to bring to completion what He has begun in the life of those He 
has justified. However, in light of what Paul has been declaring, he now is forced to 
give an explanation concerning the following objection:

“If God guarantees to finish what He has started then what about Israel? If the Christian’s 
final glorification is certain because it is God’s purpose (8:28-30) then how do you explain the 

reason that a vast majority of Israel are not now Christians? Has God’s purpose for Israel 
changed, and if it has, how can the Christian have any confidence in God’s purpose for him?”

The apostle knows that he must provide an answer to this sort of objection and so that 
is what he takes on in chapter nine and continues to deal with through chapter eleven. 
Paul is not here taking on a whole new subject but is dealing with an objection to the 
great statement that he has been making up to this point. 

This is simply a continuation of Paul’s pattern of teaching that we have been dealing 
with throughout his entire letter. Throughout his letter, the apostle teaches in this way 
- he makes a great statement that he then works out through exposition, and then he 
takes time to answer potential objections to each great statement he makes. We can see 
his pattern of logic and teaching in the following outline:
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• (v. 1:16-2:29) - Great Statement and exposition (The Need for Justification) 
✴ (v. 3:1-20) - answers objections - “What about being a Jew?”

• (v. 3:21-31) - Great Statement and exposition (The Way of Justification)
✴ (v. 4:1-25) - answers objections - “What about our obedience?”

• (v. 5:1-21) - Great Statement and exposition (The Results of Justification)
✴ (v. 6:1-7:25) - answers objections - “What about sin? What about the law?”

• (v. 8:1-39) - Great Statement and exposition (The Guarantee of Future Glorification)
✴ (v. 9:1-11:36) - answers objections - “What about Israel?”

Therefore, to grasp a better understanding of what the apostle is attempting to explain 
in the next three chapters (9-11), it benefits us to recognize the pattern that he has been 
using up to this point. In chapter nine, Paul is beginning his argument to show the 
eternal consistency of God and His purpose. These next three chapters are Paul’s 
justification of the ways of God, and the apostle looks to harmonize the Old Testament 
with the gospel of Christ that he has been delivering up to this point.    

It should also be brought to our attention that there is a particular structure provided 
by the apostle in the next three chapters (9-11) that is no doubt the reason why these 
chapters were later divided the way in which they were. In each of the next three 
chapters, the apostle structures his arguments in the following way:

• An emotional statement that identifies himself with Israel.
• (see 9:1-3; 10:1-2; 11:1)

• An elaboration of doctrine.
9. Predestination and Election
10. Justification by Faith Only
11. Temporary Rejection of Israel - ‘The Remnant’

• An Old Testament reference for confirmation of his argument.
• (see 9:25-29; 10:18-21; 11:25-32)  

After concluding these answers to the objections concerning Israel, the apostle has 
finally reached the conclusion of his exhaustive and comprehensive explanation of the 
gospel of Christ and the power of salvation that it possesses for everyone who 
believes (v. 1:16). It is here that “analysis and argument must give way to adoration.”  1

  John Stott, The Message of Romans, (InterVarsity Press: 1994), 309.1
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Oh, the depth of the riches and wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are his 
judgments and how inscrutable his ways! “For who has known the mind of the Lord, or who 
has been his counselor?” “Or who has given a gift to him that he might be repaid?” For from 

him and through him and to him are all things. To him be glory forever. Amen. 
(Romans 11:33-36)

Before the apostle takes the time to lay out some of the practical implications of the 
gospel, he pauses for a moment of humble praise, worship and wonder at the 
incomprehensible wisdom and ways of the great God of our salvation. Our 
understanding of God’s plan revealed through the first eleven chapters of this letter 
must lead us to a place of humble adoration and worship before we are ready to 
undertake the exhortations and applications given throughout chapters twelve 
through sixteen. The remainder of the apostle’s letter can then be considered the 
outworking of this new heart of worship for the God of our salvation:  

• (v. 12:1-21) - The Christian’s new relationship to God and the church
• (v. 13:1-14) - The Christian’s new relationship to the world 
• (v. 14:1-15:13) - The Christian’s new relationship of unity 
• (v. 15:14-16:27) - Paul’s purpose for writing with a final appeal and adoration.  

Thus, the apostle steadily moves through some grand themes throughout the course 
of his letter leading us through the wrath of God, the grace of God, the plan of God 
and then finally the will of God. And now with the whole scope of the letter back into 
full view, we can once again dive back into the depths of doctrine that makes this 
letter arguably the most influential work of literature in the history of civilization.
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Question for Discussion:

1. Up to this point in the letter, what has had the greatest impact or influence on 
your understanding of the gospel and your faith in the work of Christ? What 
changes has this letter caused or created in your life thus far?  


